
Rain Stick with ribbon (Ages 2-5)

• The rain stick has been used for hundreds of years in traditional rain-making rituals

• The sound that the rice makes falling through the tube sounds just like rain drops!

• Cape Town is in a drought, and needs your help! Make up a rain dance, get your friends 

involved, and let’s make it rain!

Materials

1. White (or brown, if you can’t find white) mailing tube (41 x 640mm)

2. Tinfoil

3. Rice

4. Acrylic/ school craft paint

5. Scissors

6. Ribbon

7. Hand towel (each child should have a hand towel (always when working with paint or ink), to 

dry the brush and to clean painted fingers
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Rain Stick with ribbon (Ages 2-5)

Make a funnel with a piece 
of paper and a stapler and 
pour 1 – 1,5 cups of rice in. 
Let the child shake it a little 
when you pour it in.

Add a strip of tape to both 
ends and let little fingers 
wrap and tuck it into the 
lid. This will ensure that 
the lid doesn’t come off 
accidentally at home.

Most often with the smaller 
children this will happen :)
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1 rain sound that the stick makes and 
that if you dance it will start raining.

2) Do a rain dance on funky music, 
don’t be shy and make them laugh.

3) Announce to the parents that this is 
a short craft and that they should not 
do it on behalf of their children but to 
rather encourage the process of 
discovering all the different textures 
and colours. Remind them and try and 
slow them down during the class.

Roll your tinfoil pieces into 
snakes. Little fingers will feel 
the strange texture. Make it 
into a zig zag to give the rice 
extra friction.
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Put all of the snakes into your 
tube one by one. Don’t 
squish it in too full at the top 
as you will battle to get the 
rice in. Cut or break it if it 
spills out too much.
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Decorate your tube with 
acrylic paint or school craft 
paint. Once covered with 
paint, show them how to 
make dots using your fingers. 

6 7 Once done, you can use the 
hand towel to dry it a bit if 
they want to take it home the 
same day. A hairdryer also 
works well. Let the children 
help cut ribbons and tie them 
onto the rain stick. Put music 
on and START DANCING! 
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Prepare this part before the class begins

Tear off 2 or 3 pieces of tinfoil 
roughly the size of an A4 page.

Prepare each workstation with a 
tube, tinfoil pieces, paint, water, 
brush and hand towel. Have the 
rice ready (with a funnel and cup 
to scoop the rice). Only hand the 
ribbon and scissors out later.

1) Start by showing them how 
the rain stick works, explain the


